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Animal Services Facility - Feasibility Study

Carson City currently operates an Animal Services Facility located at 3770 Butti Way. The facility,
constructed in the 1960's, is obsolete and does not provide an appropriate environment for the staff or
animals in its care. Carson City has contracted with BDA Architecture to design a new Animal Services
Facility that meets the existing and future needs of the community. BDA Architecture is a firm
specializing in animal care facilities around the United States and the world. Bowling Mamola Group, as
part of BDA's design team, is providing civil engineering site design services and is authoring this study.
One of the first steps in designing a project is to investigate potential sites to determine the best location
for the facility. The intent of this feasibility study is to investigate the potential of several properties with
respect to their suitability for use as the location for the new Carson City Animal Services Facility.

Introduction

Introduction

Stakeholders
This report is prepared for the benefit of the numerous stakeholders of the project, including: Carson City
residents, the Carson City Animal Advisory Board, the Carson City Board of Supervisors, Carson City
Animal Services, Carson City Health and Human Services Department, Carson City Public Works
Department, and Carson City Parks and Recreation. This report should to provide the stakeholders with a
basis for selecting a site for the new facility.

Site Selection
To begin the design process, the design team met with Carson City staff to establish the goals and
objectives for the new facility. Carson City team staff also completed a programming questionnaire to
provide additional information to the design team. The information gathered from Carson City staff,
together with standard design and cost considerations, were utilized as the factors to determine the
feasibility of potential sites. A copy of the evaluation criteria is included in Appendix D.
To establish a short list of sites, Carson City personnel considered available properties in the region.
Initially, seven properties were identified as potential sites. City staff then performed an initial review of
the properties and presented a short list of three properties for analysis in this study. The three
properties are as follows:




Ross Gold Park Site: A partially developed, partially undeveloped portion of the Carson City
park near Snyder Way.
Fifth Street Site: An undeveloped area consisting of BLM property and Carson City right-of-way
on the southwest corner of Fifth Street and Carson River Road.
Butti Way - Corporation Yard Site: An underdeveloped area of the Carson City Corporation
Yard on Butti Way/Airport Road.

In addition to the three properties listed above, this study also provides a brief analysis of the existing
facility site for comparison and consideration with the three short listed sites.
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Site APN & Address



APN:
Address:

010-037-02
3770 Butti Way

This existing Carson City Animal Services Facility is located at 3770 Butti Way on a portion of a larger 5.25
acre parcel The Animal Services Facility is on the northwest corner of Fairview Drive and Butti Way.
Reference the vicinity photo below.

Existing Animal Services Facility

Existing Site and Facility Information

Proposed Sites:

Existing Animal Services Facility

Existing Carson City Animal Services Facility - Vicinity Map
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The existing Animal Services Facility is owned by Carson City and operated by Carson City Animal
Services, a division of Carson City Health and Human Services. The primary building, utilized for
administrative services, staff offices, main facilities, and feline housing was originally constructed in the
1960's. There is an additional building on the rear of the site containing indoor/outdoor dog kennels.
The site contains a parking lot in front of the facility for public parking and a fenced lot to the side/rear of
the facility for secure employee parking. This lot is also utilized for the parking or storage of Health
Department vehicles and trailers. A temporary office trailer is located onsite in the secure area that
houses animal control officers and provides additional space for facility personnel.

As part of the preliminary site selection process, Carson City staff included the existing facility site as a
potential location for the proposed facility. A discussion of the features relative to the existing site
follows.

Location
Zoning and master plan designations on the site are currently consistent with the existing use as the
Animal Services Facility. The existing zoning designation is PR-Public Regional. The Public Regional
designation is consistent with the existing and proposed use. The existing master plan designation for
the site is Public/Quasi Public and is consistent with the existing and proposed use. Adjacent properties
are zoned PR-Public Regional to the south and west of the parcel. A small area to the north is zoned for
neighborhood business and to the east a small area is zoned for general industrial.
To the south of the site is the Carson City corporation yard including offices for Carson City Public Works
and Parks and Recreation. A portion of the parcel to the west of the existing facility and pet cemetery is
developed with an overflow parking area for the Public Works building.

Existing Animal Services Facility

The existing facility is currently outdated and does not provide adequate sanitation or ventilation for
animals or staff. Issues such as these were documented in the recent Shelter Evaluation completed by
the Humane Society of the United States. In the last year, parts of the facility have undergone some
renovation including new office areas to meet the immediate concerns outlined in the evaluation.
Additionally, the Parks and Recreation Department is currently investigating potential landscaping
improvements for the facility.

Proposed Sites:

The portion of the parcel dedicated to the Animal Services Facility is approximately 1.9 acres. Adjacent to
the facility is a pet cemetery that is no longer available for new burials as well as an outdoor fenced aviary
or large animal pen that is used on occasion. The southwestern portion of the parcel is developed with a
public overflow parking area for the public works office across the street.

Northwest from the site and northeast from the site across Fairview Drive are residential areas zoned SF6
- Single Family, 6,000 square foot lots. The nearest residences are on Desatoya Drive with the closest
home approximately 240 feet from the existing dog kennels building. Residences in the vicinity of the
project have experienced noise from the existing facility for as long as they have coexisted as neighbors.
There may be concerns from existing neighbors regarding the reconstruction of the Animal Services
Facility in the same location; however, they may also understand the benefit of constructing a new
facility and the potential for noise reduction associated with improved technologies and intentional
construction. Construction measures for noise reduction add to project costs, so the further the structure
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Cost
This site is currently developed with the existing facility and is owned by Carson City; therefore, there
would be no site acquisition costs. Development costs are expected to be above average for this site
since the existing facilities would require some accommodation during construction, construction of
temporary facilities would be required, and the existing facilities would require demolition. Temporary
facilities necessary during construction would likely be extensive and costly due to the limited available
areas for building locations and construction on the site. Butti Way was recently reconstructed
eliminating the need for any street repairs except that needed for frontage improvements and utilities
(see below) and potentially for realigned driveway approaches. Required grading for the site would be
minimal.

Access & Circulation
The site is directly accessed by Butti Way. The site is located east of Carson Street/US 395 on the
northwest corner of Butti Way and Fairview Drive, just north of Fifth Street.
Existing circulation conditions in the secure parking area are somewhat restrictive for larger vehicles and
trailers. There is limited potential to utilize underdeveloped areas of the parcel due to the existence of
the pet cemetery. Circulation for large municipal vehicles and trailers would be limited in a redesigned
site due to the building placement restrictions discussed under the Cost and Site Features headings.

Existing Animal Services Facility

Utility services are in place for the existing facility. There are three utilities, sewer, water, and reclaimed
water, which currently divide the existing site and run between the main structure and the canine
building to the rear. These utilities appear to be located within the flood zone (see site features section).
Due to the size of the utility lines and engineering limitations on the gravity sewer main, it would be cost
prohibitive to relocate the utilities. It may be possible to keep the existing utilities in their current
location and construct the new facility outside of the flood zone, setback from the existing utilities;
however, there is limited space available outside of these constrictions for construction. There may be
costs associated with new, larger services that may be required for the new Animal Services Facility;
however, that may not be necessary for all services and most services would not require connection in
the newly reconstructed street.

Proposed Sites:

can be from residential dwellings, the lower the construction cost. Utilizing the existing location for the
new facility provides the benefit of direct frontage on Fairview Drive.

Carson City Jump Around Carson (JAC) bus service is available in the vicinity on Routes 2A and 2B. The
routes do not serve the site directly, however, they do loop around Airport Road, Desatoya, Drive and
Monte Rosa Drive. The nearest stop is at Desatoya Drive and Monta Rosa Drive, approximately 1,600 feet
from the site (0.30 mile). Bicycle access to the site is available on surface streets and is enhanced by
several existing mapped bicycle routes on Fairview Drive and Butti Way as well as routes proposed in the
Pathways Master Plan.
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The proposed project site area is approximately 1.9 acres and is limited to the portion of the property
currently developed with the existing facility. This area excludes the adjacent undevelopable area
occupied by the pet cemetery. No natural barriers exist onsite that would inhibit site development.
Manmade barriers and obstructions include the existing utilities that run through the center of the site
and the existing structures and pet cemetery. If the site was chosen for the project, the pet cemetery
would remain in place undisturbed.

It is not anticipated that the site would be subject to special conditions with respect to historical or
cultural areas. With respect to environmental considerations, the site is partially within flood zones.
The northern portion of the site is outside the floodplain in FEMA Zone X (unshaded), meaning that the
site is outside of the 500 year flood zone. Portions of the site are also within the floodplain in FEMA Zone
X (shaded) which are areas within the 500 year flood zone and within the 100 year flood zone but flood
to a depth of less than one foot. The southernmost portion of the area being considered for
development is within FEMA Zone AE, which means that it is within the 100 year flood zone and has a
determined flood elevation level. Development in this area must be done without increasing flooding
upstream or downstream of the site. The existing primary animal services structure and the temporary
office trailer are both currently located within shaded Zone X. The front of the site, currently parking and
landscaping is in Zone AE. The geotechnical investigation did not include an analysis of the existing
facility.

Summary
The existing facility site has positive and negative features relative to the development of the property
with the new Carson City Animal Services Facility. The primary positive features are the property's
frontage on Fairview Drive and the adjacent pet cemetery. The primary negative features of this site are
the proximity to residences, the presence of existing utilities that bisect the property and the presence of
the flood zone on the front of the property.

Existing Animal Services Facility

This site would have sufficient space for development of the primary project; however, the existing pet
cemetery constrains the developable area on the site leaving little area for expansion and full buildout of
all desired improvements. The site, with the circulation limitations described previously, would require
buildings to be constructed to the rear of the parcel and secure vehicle parking areas within the flood
area noted below. This is an undesirable location for the fenced parking area as it would front Butti Way
and separate the site both visibly and physically from the pet cemetery. A positive feature of the site is its
frontage on Fairview Drive which would be of benefit from a retail or commercial sense. This is an
important consideration with respect to attracting people for potential adoptions.

Proposed Sites:

Site Features
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Proposed Sites:

Ross Gold Park

Site APN & Address



APN:
Address:

009-166-01
4549 Snyder Avenue

This site is a portion of the 8.03 acre Ross Gold Park. Ross Gold Park is located east of Carson Street (US
395/US 50) and north of Snyder Avenue (NV 518). Reference the vicinity photo below. The majority of
the site is currently developed as an improved community park. Existing site features include a recently
re-excavated manmade pond, mature trees, walking paths, playground equipment, two tennis courts, a
sand volleyball court, horseshoe pits, a covered barbeque pavilion and restrooms.

Ross Gold Park - Vicinity Map

Ross Gold Park

Site Information
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The development of this site for the Animal Services Facility will require the removal and reconstruction
of the tennis courts for residents of south Carson City. The tennis courts would likely be relocated to the
southern portion of the park site adjacent to the parking lot. Adjacent to the park on the southwest
corner of the block is the Carson City Emergency Dispatch Center and Fire Station #3.

Location

Performance Auto Care and Carson Mini Storage are immediately to the west. Several single family
residences on large (1 acre +/-) parcels are north and west of the park. To the south of the park, Ross Park
PUD has had applications approved for a Tentative Planned Unit Development and a zoning amendment
(to MFA-Multi-Family Apartment). On the 1.24 acre site, 23 new units are proposed, however, the project
has not proceeded and the site remains undeveloped. Multi-family residential units are developed to the
southwest of the site across Snyder Way. Regional commercial centers are located further to the west on
Carson Street and to the north on Clearview Drive.

Ross Gold Park

Zoning and master plan designations on the site are currently consistent with the existing use as a
community park. The existing zoning designation is PC-Public Community. This designation is
consistent with the proposed use. The site may require a master plan designation modification from
Parks and Recreation to Public. Adjacent properties are zoned GC-General Commercial to the west, SF1ASingle Family Residential 1 Acre to the north, east and southeast, and MFD-Multi-Family Duplex to the
southwest.

Proposed Sites:

The portion of the site under consideration for the Animal Services Facility is a relatively flat area of
approximately 1.1 acres and consists of an undeveloped area, partially covered in sagebrush and native
vegetation, and two tennis courts with landscaping. This portion of the park is fronted by Oak Street and
East Overland Street.

The proximity of the site to existing commercial centers may benefit the facility in a retail sense; making it
more attractive to visitors and those considering adoption. Overflow parking from employees or
customers at Performance Auto Care is typically on the park side of Oak Street, adjacent to the tennis
courts because no on-street parking exists in front of the auto center. No disruption to the existing
business is anticipated from the Animal Services Facility, however some disruption during construction
and special events could occur.
The mix of existing and proposed uses on and near the site makes this a unique location for the animal
services facility. The nearest residential dwelling is approximately 100 feet from the project area. This
proximity may be of concern with respect to potential or perceived noise levels from animals at the
facility. The facility will be designed to minimize noise levels from barking dogs; however, experiences of
residents near existing facilities that are inadequately designed to minimize noise spill from the site may
have a significant negative impact on public perception for this location. A second residence is
approximately 350 feet from the project area with multiple additional residences greater than 500 feet
from the site. Proximity to residences also increases project costs due to noise reducing construction.
In addition to the residential properties, Fire Station #3 and the Carson City Emergency Dispatch Center
are immediately adjacent to the south boundary of the proposed site. Pros and cons are associated
with these facilities as neighbors. A positive benefit of having the fire station and dispatch center next
door would be the increased security resulting from a neighboring facility that is staffed 24 hours a day, 7
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Cost

Ross Gold Park

This site is currently owned by Carson City; therefore, there would be no site acquisition costs.
Development costs are expected to be slightly above average for this site. The site is partially developed
with tennis courts. The cost associated with the demolition and re-construction of the tennis courts is an
additional cost for this site. The southern end of the park site, near the existing parking lot, is a likely
location for tennis court relocation. The existing streets adjacent to the proposed site, Oak Street and
East Overland Street, are in poor condition and may require reconstruction with the site development.
Reconstruction of the streets would add to the development costs. Additionally, drainage in the vicinity
is accommodated by surface flow. The existing roadside flow channels are minimal and the concrete
valley gutters adjacent to the site may need to be replaced. Required grading for the site should be
minimal.

Proposed Sites:

days a week. This may result in fewer security issues at the animal services facility during non-operating
hours, including the potential of having pet owners breaking into the facility at night to obtain
possession of a pet. The negative impact of having the facilities as neighbors is the stress that fire engine
sirens may cause to the animals, especially dogs. Not all dogs react the same to emergency sirens. Some
dogs do become agitated and bark or howl when they hear sirens. This reaction may cause other dogs in
the facility to bark or howl and may cause additional stress to animals in the facility. This is a very busy
station and fire engines typically have their siren on when departing the station. Emergency vehicles
leave the fire station directly onto Snyder Avenue; therefore, the noise from the siren is somewhat
deflected by the fire station structure. The facility design will need to take into consideration the
proximity to residences and the fire station with respect to noise concerns.

Existing utilities, other than storm drain, are in place adjacent to the site. Overhead power and phone
lines front the northern boundary of the site. A drop may be necessary from the existing pole east of the
proposed site, in front of the existing park. Carson City Well #9 is located in the park, east of the
proposed Animal Services Facility. An existing water line also runs along the south side of the proposed
site. Utility infrastructure to serve the site is anticipated to consist of relatively short laterals to existing
mainlines.

Access & Circulation
The site may be directly accessed by East Overland Street or Oak Street. Primary site access for visitors
would likely be off of Oak Street with secondary gated access on East Overland Street. The site is located
east of Carson Street/US 395 between Snyder Avenue to the south and East Clearview Drive to the north.
Access to the site from Carson Street is available at both Snyder Avenue and East Clearvew Drive in both
the northbound and southbound directions. The intersection of Carson Street and East Clearview Drive
is signalized. At the Carson Street and Snyder Avenue intersection, a dedicated left turn lane from
southbound Carson Street east onto Snyder Avenue is present but unsignalized. Vehicles wishing to turn
south onto Carson Street must first follow the frontage road south to Old Clear Creek Road, just south of
the intersection of US 50 and US 395.
Snyder Avenue is currently designated as Nevada State Route 518 from Carson Street to Jacobson Way.
As part of the I-580 freeway, an overpass will be constructed at Snyder Avenue. After the freeway
extension is completed and is open to the public, NDOT will transfer ownership of Snyder Avenue to
Carson City. Carson City currently has plans to realign the intersection of Carson Street and Snyder
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Proposed Sites:

Avenue. The new intersection is proposed to be located at Carson Street and the extension of Appion
Way, one block south of the existing intersection. The timing of the Snyder Avenue intersection
relocation project is unknown at this time. Relocation of the Carson Street/Snyder Avenue intersection
would improve access to the proposed site.

Carson City Jump Around Carson (JAC)) bus service is available to the area on Route 3. JAC stops in the
vicinity include locations on Clearview Drive at Oak Street 700 feet to the north as well as on Silver Sage
Drive to the east. Additionally, the Tahoe Transportation District's Valley (Gardner/Minden/Carson City)
and Lake (Stateline/Carson City) Express routes have stops near the site at Fuji Park (both routes) and Topsy
Lane (Lake route only). Bicycle access to the site is available on surface streets and is enhanced by several
existing and proposed officially mapped bicycle routes in the vicinity including East Appion Way, Snyder
Avenue, and Silver Sage Drive.

The proposed project site area is approximately 1.1 acres. No natural barriers exist onsite that would
inhibit site development. Manmade barriers and obstructions include the existing water line along the
south boundary of the site and the existing overhead power along the north boundary. This site, a
rectangular portion of the parcel, should have sufficient space for development of the primary project.
However, limited space is available for supplemental projects or future expansion. Enhanced dog run or
play areas outside the facility may be limited in size due to the constrained size of the site. The site
should be able to accommodate a limited amount of additional parking for Health Department trailers
and larger vehicles.
The Ross Gold Park is a Land and Water Conservation Fund site (LWCF). As a LWCF site, matching grant
funds from the federal LWCF program were utilized to acquire or develop the park site. LWCF sites are
protected for preservation for public outdoor recreation use. Any change in use of any portion of the
park site would be subject to approval by Nevada State Lands, the National Park Service, and the
Secretary of the Department of the Interior. The Animal Services Facility is not an approved use for a
LWCF site; therefore, a conversion of the site would be required prior to redevelopment. Conversion of
the site would require an appraisal of the site and the replacement of protected outdoor recreational
parkland of equal value in the LWCF system in a reasonably equivalent location and usefulness. The
request for the conversion must be submitted by the State to the National Park Service. Approval of the
conversion is at the discretion of the Secretary of the Department of the Interior. To do so, he must find
the conversion consistent with the Nevada outdoor recreation plan. Although the LWCF designation is
not a fatal flaw for the site, the process to remove the LWCF designation from the site would take longer
than one year to accomplish and there is a possibility that the transfer could meet resistance at the local,
state, or national level.

Ross Gold Park

Site Features

As the existing use of the site is a city park, the conversion of the use of this property will also require
approval from the Carson City Parks and Recreation Commission. As previously stated, a portion of the
proposed site is currently developed with tennis courts. New development will require relocation of the
facilities to another portion of the park site. The adjacent park site contains walking paths that would be
beneficial for leashed dog walks from the proposed animal services facility. At this time, the park is not
designated as a "Dog Friendly Park"; therefore, pets are not currently allowed in the park. The Parks and
Recreation Commission could modify the park designation to allow pets in the park. As part of the
animal services facility project, pet waste stations could be located at key areas in the park.
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Summary

Ross Gold Park

The proposed Ross Gold Park site has significant positive and negative features relative to the
development of the property with the Carson City Animal Services Facility. The primary positive feature
is the proximity to commercial shopping areas and Carson Street/US 395, both of which may serve to
increase public access to the facility. The primary negative features of this site are the proximity to
residences and the fire station (noise concerns) and the site's protected status as a Land and Water
Conservation Fund site. These negative issues may be partially addressed with building design and
entitlements, however, additional costs and time would be required to do so.

Proposed Sites:

It is not anticipated that the site would be subject to special conditions with respect to historical or
cultural areas. With respect to environmental constraints, the site is located outside the floodplain in
FEMA Zone X (unshaded), meaning that the site is outside of the 500 year flood zone. A feasibility level
geotechnical analysis has been completed for the site. Two questionable faults have been mapped
through or near the site. Based on other faults in the vicinity, these faults may be active. No visible
evidence of the faults were apparent during site visits. Fault trenching would be required during a
design level geotechnical investigation to determine if the faults are present and if they would have an
effect on the design location of any structures. For additional information and discussion on the site soils
and potential faults, please refer to Appendix A for a copy of the geotechnical report.
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Proposed Sites:

Fifth Street

Site APN & Address



APN:
Address:

010‐034‐01
3555 East Fifth Street

The Fifth Street site is a 3.2 acre location with the northern portion of the site (40%) owned by Carson City
as public right of way and the remainder owned by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). This site is
located on the southwest corner of East Fifth Street and Carson River Road, just east of the roundabout at
Fifth Street and Fairview Drive. Reference the vicinity photo below.

Fifth Street

Site Information

Fifth Street - Vicinity Map
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Location

The residential area to the northeast of the site is made up primarily of residences on lots of 14,000
square feet and larger. The nearest residence is 150 feet from the proposed site. This proximity may be
of concern with respect to potential or perceived noise levels from animals at the facility. The facility will
be designed to reduce noise levels from barking dogs. However, experiences of residents near existing
facilities that are inadequately designed to reduce noise spill from the site may have significant negative
perceptions for this location. Previous proposals for this area included a development planned for the
parcel to the north across Fifth Street. The property owners in the vicinity adamantly opposed the
development at public hearings. It should be anticipated that any development in the vicinity would
receive some degree of opposition from the residential neighborhood.

Fifth Street

Zoning and master plan designations on the site are consistent with the existing use as a regional park.
The existing zoning designation is PR-Public Regional. The public designation is consistent with the
proposed use. The existing master plan designation for the site is Public Conservation and is not
consistent with the proposed use. The site would require a master plan designation modification from
Public Conservation to Public. Adjacent undeveloped properties are zoned P-Public to the north and
west of the larger BLM parcel and PR,-Public Regional to the south on the adjacent BLM-Prison Hill
Recreation Area parcel. To the east of the site is the P-Public zoned Eagle Valley Junior High School. Just
northeast from the site is a planned unit development residential area zoned SF21-P.

Proposed Sites:

The majority of the site is currently undeveloped. Off-road trails and an apparent parking/staging area
for off-road vehicles covers much of the site. An existing overhead powerline, underground telephone,
and a utility access road are also located along the northern boundary of the site. The site under
consideration for the Carson City Animal Services Facility is a moderately sloped (3%) area partially
covered in sagebrush, and native and non-native vegetation. The BLM owned (southern) portion of the
site is part of the 400-acre Prison Hills Recreation Complex.

As mentioned previously, across Carson River Road to the east of the site is the Eagle Valley Junior High
School. The school is located approximately 1,000 feet east of Carson River Road. The school has
recently installed a solar panel array near Carson River Road, south of the proposed animal services
facility site. An unimproved student pick-up/drop-off road is located directly across from the proposed
site. This is a very busy location during school start (7:50 am) and finish (2:15 pm typically) hours.
In addition to the vehicular activity at the student drop off/pickup area, the intersection of Carson River
Road and Fifth Street is very busy during the same peak hours as the school. This would affect the access
to the animal services site during these limited duration times. Traffic typically backs up in front of the
proposed site during school rush hours. This is not a critical issue as the periods of disruption are
minimal and the afternoon peak hour is not near typical traffic rush hours.
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This site is partially owned by Carson City (the northern portion of the site is within the existing Fifth
Street right-of-way). The remainder of the site is owned by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The
BLM property, part of the Prison Hill Recreation Area, is encumbered by a perpetual conservation
easement. The conservation easement was created on December 22, 2010 between Carson City and the
BLM. This easement was completed as part of a planned land transfer from the BLM to Carson City. The
actual land transfer has not taken place at this time; however, it may occur in the near future. The
conservation easement protects the property in perpetuity to preserve and protect the conservation
values of the property. A copy of the easement is included in Appendix C.

A use of the property that is specifically allowed under the terms of the easement is a trailhead facility.
There may be an opportunity to utilize a portion of the BLM property for a shared parking lot if a
trailhead were constructed concurrent with the property although that has not been confirmed by the
BLM. This shared parking lot may serve both facilities based on alternating peak parking need during
weekdays, however, on weekends both facilities may have concurrent peak demands. At a minimum, the
utilization of shared parking areas could improve overall site circulation. This site layout would result in a
smaller parcel than originally identified for the project, consisting primarily of land currently within the
right-of-way adjacent to the overhead utility corridor. The resulting site would be relatively long and
narrow and would have circulation limitations.

Fifth Street

Use of the property for the Animal Services Facility would not be permitted under the conservation
easement. It is also unlikely that the conservation easement would be transferrable to another property
in exchange for the use of the encumbered BLM property. Any such transfer would be subject to
approval of the BLM and the Secretary of the Interior, even following the transfer of ownership to Carson
City from the BLM.

Proposed Sites:

Cost

Any utilization of the BLM property would result in cost associated with trailhead improvements and a
significant amount of time for coordination with the BLM. Additionally, the portion of the site within the
Carson City right-of-way would need to be abandoned from the right-of-way and converted to a
developable parcel.
Development costs are expected to be average for this site. The site is currently bound on the north and
the northeast by existing curb, gutter, and sidewalk. Existing drainage facilities were installed in the area
during the past five years and, should have sufficient capacity for projected stormwater flows. The
existing streets adjacent to the proposed site, Fifth Street and Carson River Road, are in excellent
condition and would not require reconstruction with the site development. Required grading for the
site should be average to just above average for an undeveloped site. Minimal retaining structures may
be necessary depending on the site layout
Existing utilities are in place adjacent to the site. Overhead power and underground phone lines front
the northern boundary of the site. An existing sewer line is located on the north side of Fifth Street and
existing water lines run along both Fifth Street and Carson River Road. New utility infrastructure to serve
the site would consist of relatively short laterals to existing mainlines.
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The majority of the traffic to the site would utilize Fairview Street and Fifth Street. Primary access to the
site for visitors and staff would likely be off of Carson River Road. Access from Fifth Street would be
difficult due to elevation differences between the street and the site. Fairview Drive, which is west of the
site, is a heavily travelled street connecting with the new I-580 freeway and with William Street/US 50.
The site's proximity to major arterials may be beneficial to the Animal Services Facility because of
improved access and greater visibility to potential users. Fifth Street also directly ties into other major
north-south routes in Carson City including Carson Street/US 395, Stewart Street, and Roop Street.

Site Features
The proposed project site area is approximately 3.2 acres, however, based on restrictions on the BLM
property, only 1.2 to 1.4 acres may be developable. No natural barriers exist onsite that would inhibit site
development. Manmade barriers and obstructions include the existing utility access road, overhead
power line, and underground telephone lines along the north boundary of the site. This reduced site, a
rectangular portion of the parcel, would have sufficient space for development of the primary project but
limited space for the development of supplemental features and future expansion. The site may
accommodate a limited amount additional parking for storage of Health Department trailers and larger
vehicles.

Fifth Street

Carson City Jump Around Carson (JAC) bus service is available in the vicinity on Routes 2A and 2B. The
routes do not serve the site or neighborhood directly, however they do loop around Airport Road,
Desatoya Drive and Monte Rosa Drive in the neighborhood directly north of the City facilities on Butti
Way. This would leave approximately a 1 mile walk or bike ride to the site. Bicycle access to the site is
available on surface streets and is enhanced by several existing mapped bicycle routes on Fairview Drive
and Carson River Road.

Proposed Sites:

Access & Circulation

A primary restriction on the site is the presence of the conservation easement on the BLM portion of the
site. In addition to approval from the BLM and Secretary of the Interior for joint use of the BLM parcel for
the shared parking area, approvals from the Carson City Parks and Recreation Commission would be
required.
Special conditions, with respect to historical or cultural areas, are not anticipated. The site is within FEMA
unshaded Flood Zone X, meaning it is outside the 500 year flood zone and designing for flood conditions
is not necessary.
Because the property is currently undeveloped and is adjacent to significant amounts of undeveloped
and protected open space, the development of the Fifth Street site will require an environmental
assessment. This would include a study to determine the presence of endangered or threatened species
or habitat with respect to birds, flowering plants, and insects. Specifically of concern in the Carson City
area are the greater sage-grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus), the Tahoe yellow cress (Rorippa
subumbellata), and the Carson wandering skipper (Pseudocopaeodes eunus obscurus).
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Summary

Fifth Street

The proposed Fifth Street site has positive and negative features relative to the development of the
property with the Carson City Animal Services Facility. The primary positive features are the close
proximity to Fairview Drive and the adjacent open space and trail system. The primary negative features
of this site are the closeness to residences and the conservation easement on the BLM property.
Additional costs associated with the construction of a trailhead would be necessary for any
improvements involving the BLM property. Given the neighborhood reaction to previously proposed
developments in the area, opposition to the project is expected.

Proposed Sites:

A feasibility level geotechnical analysis has been completed for the site. One fault has been mapped by
the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology as possibly crossing the west end of the site. The fault is not
considered active, however, fault trenching would be required during a design level geotechnical
investigation to make an accurate assessment of the site. Two other faults, one of which could be
considered active, are located within one mile of the site. Additionally, based on mapping for the site, a
liquefaction analysis should be performed during final geotechnical analysis. For additional information
and discussion on the site soils and potential for liquefaction, please refer to Appendix A for a copy of the
geotechnical report.
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Proposed Sites:

Butti Way - Corporation Yard

Site APN & Address



APN:
Address:

010‐031‐04
3303 Butti Way

The Butti Way site is a 3.3 acre portion of the existing 52 acre Carson City Corporation Yard (reference the
vicinity map below). The Carson City Corporation Yard is home to the Carson City Public Works and Carson
City Parks and Recreation offices. Additionally, vehicles from other departments (Carson City Search and
Rescue, etc.) are stored on this site.

Butti Way – Corporation Yard

Site Information

Butti Way - Corporation Yard - Vicinity Map
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The portion of the site identified as the location for the Animal Services Facility is a moderately sloped (3 4%) area of approximately 3.3 acres.

Location
Zoning and master plan designations on the site are currently consistent with the existing use as a
corporation yard. The existing zoning designation is PR-Public Regional. The Public Regional
designation is consistent with the proposed use. The existing master plan designation for the site is
Public/Quasi Public and is consistent with the proposed use. Adjacent properties are zoned PR-Public
Regional to the north, south and west of the larger corporation yard parcel.
To the south of the corporation yard is the wastewater reclamation facility, zoned PR-Public Regional.
The wastewater reclamation facility, although a fitting neighbor for the corporation yard and the nearby
state prison (south of Fifth Street), may not be attractive to visitors in the retail or commercial sense
desired for an adoption center.
Between the wastewater reclamation facility and the corporation yard is a Kings Canyon Creek (also
known as Lower Kings Canyon Creek and Eagle Canyon Creek) with an Open Space master plan
designation. This drainage follows the alignment of the proposed extension of the Linear Park Trail. The
Public Regional zoned areas west and north of the corporation yard are owned by Carson City and are
undeveloped.

Butti Way – Corporation Yard

This site is located on the east side of Butti Way, south of Airport Road and north of Fifth Street. Airport
Road and Butti Way at this location were recently reconstructed. Now that this reconstruction is
complete, the section of road fronting the proposed site is Airport Road. Airport Road and Butti Way now
form a T intersection north of the proposed animal services facility site. Note that the vicinity map on the
previous page shows the old alignment of the Butti Way and Airport Road intersection. A new aerial
photo is not available at this time. Just south of the proposed site is an unimproved access road for the
corporation yard.

Proposed Sites:

The 52 acre site consists of some undevelopable area within a floodway. The remainder of the site is fully
developed in some areas and partially developed in others. There is sufficient room remaining onsite for
future expansion of the Animal Services Facility if desired. The portion of the site being considered for
the Animal Services Facility is currently utilized for outdoor storage of equipment for parks and
recreation, search and rescue, and public works as well as a nine bay parking shed/carport primarily
utilized for the parking of search and rescue vehicles. The majority of this area is unpaved and surfaced
with gravel or aggregate base.

North of the site across Butti Way and beyond the 250 foot undeveloped parcel fronting Butti Way is a
large residential area zoned SF6 - Single Family, 6,000 square foot lots. The nearest residences are on
Desatoya Drive and back up to this strip of undeveloped land. The closest residence is approximately
950 feet from the portion of the site available for the Animal Services Facility. At this distance the noise
level from barking dogs, even from an outdoor adoption kennel with minimal screening, would be
significantly muted to the noise level of a normal conversation. Additionally, design elements will be
utilized to minimize unwanted noise levels from barking dogs that will reduce neighborhood noise far
below these levels.
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This site is currently owned by Carson City; therefore, there would be no site acquisition costs.
Development costs are expected to be about average for this site. The site is currently developed
predominately with gravel surfaced parking and storage areas, a nine bay parking shed, and chain link
security fencing. The majority of these improvements would need to be demolished to provide for the
new improvements associated with the animal services center. The parking structure may require
replacement onsite, depending on availability of other parking areas and necessity as determined by
affected municipal departments. Both the demolition of existing improvements and the potential
reconstruction of a parking structure may add costs to the development of this site.

Required grading for the site should be minimal for this site; however, there may be additional costs
associated with the removal and replacement of subsurface materials if unconsolidated fills or native
materials or expansive clays are identified onsite during the design level geotechnical investigation.
Reference the geotechnical investigation in Appendix A and the Site Features section of this report for
additional discussion on this issue.

Access & Circulation
The majority of the traffic to the site would be from Fairview Drive and Fifth Street with additional traffic
utilizing Airport Road and its connection to William Street/US 50. The site is located west of Fairview
Drive. Fairview Drive is a heavily travelled street with direct access from the new I-580 freeway extension
and William Street/US 50. This location just off of a heavily traveled arterial may be beneficial to the
Animal Services Facility since it will allow ease of access and relatively high visibility. Fifth Street also
directly ties into other major north-south routes in Carson City including Carson Street/US 395, Stewart
Street, and Roop Street.

Butti Way – Corporation Yard

This site does have several cost benefits with respect to the proposed development. Existing utilities are
currently present on the site. Mainlines and service lines for utilities are available on the existing
property. Additionally, reclaimed water is present on the site. Drainage from the site currently flows to
Kings Canyon Creek, just south of the corporation yard. No infrastructure is located in Butti Way fronting
the property, so utility lateral ties will be less costly than those located in the street provided that existing
facilities have capacity. There is potential, depending on the site layout, for the requirement to relocate
some existing utility infrastructure. Site design would be completed to minimize the disturbance as
much as possible. Perhaps the largest cost benefit for this site is the presence of the corporation yard.
The corporation yard will provide ample parking for vehicles and trailers for both the Animal Services
Facility and the Health Department. This means that a secure parking lot does not need to be
constructed for these vehicles as it already exists.

Proposed Sites:

Cost

Primary site access for visitors and staff would be off of Butti Way (now Airport Road). Employees would
use a secure parking area behind the facility within the fenced corporation yard, probably accessed
through the public parking area for the facility. Official municipal vehicles would utilize the main
corporation yard for parking and could utilize the existing corporation yard entrances as well as a new
entrance constructed for employee parking. There is ample room within the corporation yard for large
vehicle and trailer circulation, parking and storage for the Health Department.
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Site Features
The proposed project site area is approximately 3.3 acres. No natural barriers exist onsite that would
inhibit site development. Manmade barriers and obstructions include the existing parking structure and
underground utilities. This site, an irregularly shaped portion of the parcel, should have ample space for
development of the primary project as well as desired supplemental features and future expansion.
There would be sufficient space for enhanced dog run or play areas outside the facility.

It is not anticipated that the site will be subject to any special conditions with respect to historical or
cultural areas. With respect to environmental considerations, the site is partially within flood zones and
the Kings Canyon Creek floodway. The northern portion of the site is outside the floodplain in FEMA
Zone X (unshaded), meaning that the site is outside of the 500 year flood zone. Portions of the site are
also within the floodplain in FEMA Zone X (shaded) which are areas within the 500 year flood zone and
within the 100 year flood zone but flood to a depth of less than one foot. The southernmost portion of
the area being considered for development is within FEMA Zone AE, which means that it is within the
100 year flood zone and has a determined flood elevation level. Development in this area must be done
without increasing flooding upstream or downstream of the site.
A feasibility level geotechnical analysis has been completed for the site. No faults have been mapped
through the site although five faults have been mapped within one mile of the site. Three of the five
faults are potentially active. The existing site appears to be constructed on fill material. Mapping from
the National Resource Conservation Service identifies that underlying material may consist of silty clay
loam. According to mapping completed by the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, underlying soils
are unconsolidated deposits with low rigidity and potentially severe liquefaction potential. Groundwater
is known to be relative shallow in the vicinity of the site. A liquefaction boring and analysis would be
required during a design level geotechnical investigation. Additional costs associated with soil overexcavation may be involved If geotechnical field investigations identify the presence of unconsolidated
soils or expansive clays below proposed structures or paved surfaces. A solid screening wall was recently
constructed south of the site around the wastewater treatment facility. The wall did require overexcavation of soils due to both previously placed fills and expansive clays; therefore, it should be
anticipated that similar conditions may be encountered on this site. For additional information and
discussion on the site soils and potential for liquefaction, please refer to Appendix A for a copy of the
geotechnical report.

Butti Way – Corporation Yard

The proximity of the site to the other Carson City facilities and resources at the site will probably provide
a slight benefit to the overall security of the site. The adjacent facilities are not staffed 24 hours per day.

Proposed Sites:

Carson City Jump Around Carson (JAC) bus service is available in the vicinity on Routes 2A and 2B. The
routes do not serve the site directly, however, they do loop around Airport Road, Desatoya, Drive and
Monte Rosa Drive. The nearest stop is at Desatoya Drive and Airport Road, approximately 1,350 feet from
the site (1/4 mile). Bicycle access to the site is available on surface streets and is enhanced by several
existing mapped bicycle routes on Fairview Drive and Butti Way as well as routes proposed in the
Pathways Master Plan.
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The proposed Butti Way - Corporation Yard site has significant positive and negative features relative to
the development of the property with the Carson City Animal Services Facility. The primary positive
features are the proximity to Fairview Drive, the ample size of the site, and the ability to utilize existing
staff parking lots and secure municipal vehicle parking areas. The primary negative features of this site
are the possible additional cost of over-excavation that may be necessary and the location of portions of
the proposed site area within the floodway.

Proposed Sites:

Summary

Butti Way – Corporation Yard
20
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Based on the facility requirements expressed by Carson City staff as well as supplemental project goals
and standard design, cost, and environmental considerations, a list of four evaluation categories with a
total of twelve criteria or factors were compiled. These categories and criteria were assigned individual
weights, or levels of importance. Figure 1 identifies
the four categories and their total category weight.
Site
Features
Each potential project site was individually
Location
15%
evaluated and scored for each criteria on a scale of
Access
40%
one to ten with one being the lowest score
15%
obtainable and ten being the highest.

Cost
30%
Figure 1. Evaluation Category Weights

Location
40
2.2
1.9
2.5
1.7
Proximity to Downtown Mixed
Use Master Plan Area or Carson
10
2
20
2
20
2
20
2
City Master Plan Hub
Location on Gateway or Arterial
10
8
80
6
60
6
60
6
Streets
Distance from Residential
10
4
40
4
40
8
80
4
Properties
Adjacent Land Uses
5
6
30
6
30
8
40
6
Master Plan and Zoning
5
10
50
8
40
10
50
4
Conformance
Cost
30
2
2.4
2.4
2
Ownership
10
10
100
10
100
10
100
6
Development Cost - Site Work
10
4
40
6
60
6
60
6
Development Cost - Utilities
10
6
60
8
80
8
80
8
Access
15
1.1
0.9
1.3
1.1
Vehicular Access
10
8
80
6
60
8
80
8
On-Site Circulation
5
6
30
6
30
10
50
6
Site Features
15
0.7
1
1.2
0.9
Site Suitability & Amenities
10
4
40
6
60
8
80
6
Environmental, Historical &
5
6
30
8
40
8
40
6
Cultural Issues
Note: Each factor is scored on a scale of 1 to 10 with a score of 10 being the highest or most positive score.

Wt. Score

Fifth Street

Score

Wt. Score

Butti Way
Corp. Yard
Score

Wt. Score

Score

Ross Gold
Park
Wt. Score

Existing
Facility
Score

Criteria Weight

Table 1.
Carson City Animal Services
Facility Site Feasibility Study
Evaluation Matrix

Category Weight

Once the evaluation was completed, the scores
were entered into a decision matrix utilizing the
scoring system and weighting factors described
above. The individual category weight and scores
for each site are listed in the evaluation matrix
shown in Table 1. A higher score for any critera
represents a more desirable site condition.

Evaluation

Evaluation

20
60
40
30
20
60
60
80
80
30
60
30
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Individual scores for each criteria were multiplied by the associated criteria weighting factor. All category
scores were then totaled and divided by 100. The individual category scores were then added together.
The result is a total weighted site score between one and ten. The higher a site scores, the more
desirable it is as a potential location for the Animal Services Facility. The four sites ranked in the order of
their weighted score from highest (most desirable) to lowest (least desirable) site are Butti Way Corporation Yard Site, Ross Gold Park Site, Existing Facility Site, and Fifth Street Site. The results of the
evaluation matrix are shown in Table 2. A visual comparison of the weighted score for each site by
category is presented in Figure 2.

Results

Results

Table 2. Carson City Animal Services Facility
Site Feasibility Study ~ Evaluation Matrix Summary

Category
Location
Cost
Access
Site
Features

Category
Weight

Existing
Facility

Weighted Score
Ross Gold
Park
Butti Way

Fifth Street

40
30
15

2.2
2
1.1

1.9
2.4
0.9

2.5
2.4
1.3

1.7
2
1.1

15
Total Score

0.7
6.0

1
6.2

1.2
7.4

0.9
5.7

Note: The total site score is based on a scale of 1 to 10 with a score of 10 being the highest or most positive score.

Figure 2. Weighted Score Comparison by Category
2.5

Weighted Scores

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
Location

Cost

Access

Site Features

Potential Sites for the Carson City Animal Services Facility
Existing Facility

Ross Gold Park

Fifth Street

Butti Way
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The final evaluation scores shows the Butti Way - Corporation Yard site ranked first as the most desirable
site. As this site is very close to other Carson City facilities it would make a good, convenient location for
the new Carson City Animal Services Facility. The site has potential restrictions with respect to existing
utility mainlines that may impact construction costs or facility locations. The site is also partially located
within FEMA flood zones which will restrict building locations and site grading. A benefit of the Butti
Way - Corporation Yard site over the all other sites is the resultant distance from existing residences to
the facility.
Ross Gold Park and the Fifth Street site, the sites ranking second and fourth (last) respectively have
significant issues with existing property encumbrances. The conservation easement on the Fifth Street
site may be a fatal flaw for the location unless the BLM embraces the idea of a combined trailhead/animal
services project. The status of the Ross Gold Park site as a Land and Water Conservation Fund site is not a
fatal flaw; however, approval of a transfer of the LWCF site status may be difficult since other sites are
available.
The existing Animal Services Facility site ranks third of the four sites evaluated. Significant restrictions
with respect to developable area on the site due to flood zones, existing utilities, and the existing pet
cemetery as well as costs associated with building temporary facilities are major drawbacks for the site.

Conclusion
The Butti Way - Corporation Yard site scores substantially higher than the other three sites evaluated.
This site should be considered by Carson City staff for the location of the new Carson City Animal Services
Facility. A consideration not included in this study are potential alternate uses for the site that may
weigh into the final decision on the appropriate location for the new facility.

Discussion and Conclusion

Discussion
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Appendix B

Assessors Parcel Map - Existing Facility, Fifth Street, Butti Way - Corporation Yard

Existing Facility

Corp Yard
Site

Fifth
Street
Site

Assessors Parcel Map - Ross Gold Park

Ross Gold Site
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Appendix D

Carson City Animal Services Facility ~ Site Feasibility Study
Bowling Mamola Group
Douglas Buck, P.E.
January 11, 2012
Evaluation Criteria for use in a Site Selection Decision Matrix
Category

Weight

Location

40

Factor / Criteria

[10]

Proximity to Downtown Mixed Use Master Plan Area or Carson City Master Plan City Hub
Is the site close to the Downtown Mixed Use Master Plan area?
Is the site close to a Carson City Master Plan City Hub?
 Positive responses indicate proximity to desired Master Plan areas.
 Negative responses indicate that the site is not within desired Master Plan areas.

[10]

Location on Gateway Streets / Arterial Frontage
Is the site located on a Carson City Gateway Street?
Is the site located on a heavily travelled street? (Arterial/Collector/Local)
 Positive responses indicate proximity to heavily travelled areas, resulting in an increase in
visitors and adoptions.
 Negative responses indicate that the site is not on or close to heavily travelled areas.

[10]

Distance from Residential Properties
What is the distance from the nearest residential property?
Are there natural sound barriers between the project site and the nearest residence?
Are the nearest residential properties part of a mixed use development?
 Positive responses indicate separation from residential areas to reduce issues from noise
and odor.
 Negative responses indicate proximity to residential areas or that noise or odors from the
site could have a negative impact on nearby residents.

[5]

Adjacent Land Uses
Are adjacent developed properties compatible with the proposed use?
Does the condition of adjacent developed sites have a positive impact on the project?

Carson City Animal Services Facility
Category

Weight

Site Evaluation Criteria

Factor / Criteria
Will adjacent property uses attract the public to the site or be a deterrent?
Is 24 hour operation of the facility compatible with adjacent properties?
 Positive responses indicate that existing adjacent developments add to the project.
 Negative responses indicate that existing adjacent developments detract from the project or
that the site is unsuitable for the project.

[5]

Cost

Existing Master Plan & Zoning Designations
Is the project in conformance with master plan land use designations and zoning?
Will it need to be changed?
Will final master plan/zoning designation be compatible with adjacent master plan designations
and existing adjacent uses?
Is the site in a Redevelopment District?
 Positive responses indicate that the project is in conformance with the Carson City Master
Plan and Zoning Ordinance.
 Negative responses indicate that the project is not compatible with the Carson City Master
Plan and Zoning Ordinance.

30
[10]

Ownership
Is the site currently owned by Carson City?
Is the site owned by another governmental agency and subject to surplus sale?
If the site is owned privately, is it currently for sale?
 Positive responses indicate that the site may be obtained at a minimal or reasonable cost.
 Negative responses indicate that site acquisition may be costly.

[10]

Bowling Mamola Group

Development ‐ Site work
The project will not require extensive grading.
Extensive retaining walls not be required.
The site has sufficient drainage.
Street frontage improvements are in place and in good condition.
(Curb/Gutter/Sidewalk/Storm Drain Inlets/Street Lights)
 Positive responses indicate that the project site development costs will be reduced.
 Negative responses indicate potentially high project site development costs.
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Category

Weight
[10]

Access

Site Evaluation Criteria

Factor / Criteria
Development ‐ Utilities
Do existing utilities currently front the property?
(Gas/Water/Sewer/Storm Drain/Telephone/Electric/Cable/Fiber Optic)
Are any utilities currently stubbed into the property?
(Gas/Water/Sewer/Storm Drain/Telephone/Electric/Cable/Fiber Optic)
Will a newly reconstructed street need to be cut for utility services?
 Positive responses indicate that project utility infrastructure costs will be minimized.
 Negative responses indicate that long (costly) runs of utility infrastructure may be
necessary.

15
[10]

Access
Are existing traffic signals sufficient to serve the project?
Do existing signals facilitate access and circulation (or limit it)?
Will driveway locations be compatible with existing intersections, adjacent driveways, and
driveways on the opposite street side?
Do medians allow for access as constructed or if modified?
If it is necessary for a left turn lane into the site, is it currently available and if not, is it feasible?
Are the traffic movements compatible with adjacent traffic movements?
Will shared access be beneficial (or required)?
Do alternative modes of transportation have access to the site (Pedestrian/Bus/Bicycle)
 Positive responses indicate that safe access is available for both staff and visitors.
 Negative responses indicate that the customers and staff may have difficulty safely entering
and exiting the site.

[5]

Bowling Mamola Group

On‐site Circulation (potential/restrictions)
Is the site free from natural or manmade obstructions to on‐site traffic circulation?
Are there any site characteristics that provide additional potential for on‐site circulation?
Will the site support circulation of large vehicles with trailers?
 Positive responses indicate that onsite vehicle circulation will be trouble free.
 Negative responses indicate that the site may present issues with respect to circulation.
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Category

Weight

Site Evaluation Criteria

Factor / Criteria

Site Features 15
[10]

Site Suitability & Amenities
Is the site size sufficient for minimum facility requirements?
Does the site shape and layout lend itself to the development?
Is there room for separated staff and agency vehicle parking?
Is there room for additional large vehicle parking?
Is there room for additional large animal pens?
Is there room for a dog park?
Are there existing site amenities that will enhance the project (mature trees, flowing water, etc.)
Is there a lack of existing site amenities that will detract from the project or restrict development?
(easements, overhead power lines, etc.)
 Positive responses indicate that site has sufficient space for planned and desired facility
improvements as well as the potential for future expansion and ancillary improvements.
 Negative responses indicate minimal space for primary improvements and the lack of
sufficient space for ancillary improvements.

[5]

Environmental/Historical/Cultural
The site will not disturb or disrupt any threatened or endangered species or habitat?
Natural features will not be disrupted by the development? (wetlands, rock outcroppings, views,
hillsides)
No known geotechnical issues or hazards are present on the site.
The site is outside of flood zones.
Extensive environmental permitting will not be required for the project.
Development of the site does not have an impact on historical or cultural sites.
Note: Certain environmental, historical, or cultural issues may represent a fatal flaw with respect to
choosing a site. The weight of this category is not intended to be representative of the finding of a
fatal flaw. Sites with fatal flaws may be eliminated independent of decision matrix findings.
 Positive responses indicate that site will not have a negative impact on environmental,
historical or cultural sites.
 Negative responses indicate that site will have a negative impact on environmental,
historical or cultural sites.
Note: Each site will be evaluated for the above listed factors on a scale of 1‐10, with positive rankings scoring higher. The "weight"
assigned to each factor will be integrated into the scoring matrix. Sites will then be ranked based on the total weighted score.
Bowling Mamola Group
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